Players Present Moliere's Play In Page Hall

Moliere's Tartuffe will be presented October 1, 2, and 3 at 8:15 p.m. in Page Hall for three consecutive nights. The title role of Tartuffe, who never made it to Paris, will be played by Ed Blankenship. His student, facing his love, and his wife's infidelity, will be played by Bob Johnson and Louise Woodruff Heinmiller. The curtain will open at 8:15 and run until 11:15 p.m. in 15 scenes.

Auditions Planned For Carousel '66

Asparagus

Auditions for Carousel '66, the forthcoming musical production, will be held Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday in Page Hall. Anyone is invited to attend the auditions, which will begin at 8:15 and run until 11:15 p.m. in 15 scenes. The title role of Tartuffe, who never made it to Paris, will be played by Ed Blankenship. His student, facing his love, and his wife's infidelity, will be played by Bob Johnson and Louise Woodruff Heinmiller. The curtain will open at 8:15 and run until 11:15 p.m. in 15 scenes.

New University Policy Demands Diplomacy In Posting of Notices

This semester a precedent has been set in the posting of notices, by the S.U. Administration. The procedure has become concerned with the proper running of the university. This semester, the S.U. Administration has asked that students and faculty exhibit the proper knowledge of the university. This semester, the S.U. Administration has asked that students and faculty exhibit the proper knowledge of the university.
Coffee Needed

Grounness in the morning has been prevalent during the past week because there is no coffee to be had before 10:30 in the morning. Professors and students alike have complained about this. A break between early morning classes can be well filled by a cup of coffee before a good start for the day. There are machines on the quadrangle but often they are empty.

Even when there is coffee in the machines it is not the best.

Maybe a coffee can be set up similar to the one the bookstore set up during a recent crisis. The man working on the construction has a little portable container that furnishes them with coffee and doughnuts.

There must be something that can be done before the Campus Center is opened later in the year.

Enjoyable Performance

Dionne Warwick was every well received by the audience in Page Hall Saturday night. She was entertaining with her first session this evening and are registered in this university. They wish to express their appreciation for the following:

President Expresses Thanks to NY Leaders For Their Assistance

State University at Albany thanks various New York leaders for their assistance in the construction of the new University. More than 90 people have registered in this university.

Among those who contributed:

- President Smith of the University of New York
- President Maloney of the SUNY system
- President Gould of the State University of New York
- President Ford of the SUNY system
- President Johnson of the SUNY system
- President Rockefeller of the State University of New York
- President Frasure of the State University of New York

The Albany Student Press is a semi-weekly newspaper published by the Student Association of the State University of New York, Albany. The first issue came out in May 1918. The paper is published Tuesday and Thursday by the ASU. The paper is read by students, faculty, staff, and the general public.

Buses Inconvenient

Minor inconveniences cause many students to want to attend classes because they don’t want to be late. Most buses are on schedule and get there on time.
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Campus Complements
Surging Arts Scene

Before I begin the intended drive which will be incorporated into the last of this column, I shall begin with a slight bit of meandering writing involving beauty which I regard as very pretty ex-
plugs from every other organization on campus, all of those vertical windows (which are really not ample of radial symmetry. At night the lighting from time last year.

exhibition of sculpture and painting. You have probably seen some of the fine work done by the faculty which is probably due more to the work of the students there as well. Not that I have anything against Draper Taylor, as Thermo, or many friends there. At night the lighting from

A university is like a great bear; busy throwing up) for a little while after Its summer slumber, this is the only opportunity to see

Dr. Pettit is particularly interested in the new campus and Its varied program which has included both the latter two institutions on

this classic Greek comedy are to be attended. The performance date of one husband and one wife are caught

All but 3 wtrt sold. I

Cockrell has appeared with the

This summer Ward was a member of the American Music Theater in Maryland, where he

Activities Day to Introduce Students
To Many Campus Organizations

Activities Day 1966 will be the first time for a plug from Arts. Join Arts. There that is

entranced through a skit presented by the public as the State College

This is the

Don't forget to stop by the Torch, Photo Club, suppression, stunts in the promotion of a real,

in the Torch, Photo Club, suppression, stunts, and sympolshuality complemented this year's activities.

In Its columns," the editorial page

This summer Ward was a member of the American Music Theater in Maryland, where he

Theatre Auditions
for Lysistrata
by Aristophanes

A university is like a great bear; busy throwing up) for a little while after Its summer slumber, this is the only opportunity to see see Nick that

sold. I

Co-chairmen Judi and Nick Dugo

Activities Day tomorrow and will give a piano recital in the Capital District

Dramatic Presentations

Dramatic Presentations

by Ed Longe

by Ed Longe

Walt's Submarine Sandwiches
cor. Ontario + Madison
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